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Abstract—In this paper, we analyze the network attacks
that can be launched against Internet of Things (IoT)
gateways, identify the relevant metrics to detect them, and
explain how they can be computed from packet captures.
We then present the principles and design of a deep
learning-based approach using dense random neural networks (RNN) for the online detection of network attacks.
Empirical validation results on packet captures in which
attacks are inserted show that the Dense RNN correctly
detects attacks.
Index Terms—Cybersecurity, IoT, attack detection, deep
learning, dense random neural network, Fog Computing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of network attacks aiming at
fraudulently accessing sensitive information or at rendering computer systems unreliable or unusable, cybersecurity has become one of the most vibrant of
today research areas. Whereas most work has been
done in the context of traditional TCP/IP networks,
IoT systems have specific vulnerabilities which need
to be addressed [1]. In this paper, we analyze the
cybersecurity threats against an IoT-connected home
environment and present the principles and design of a
learning-based approach for detecting network attacks.
Our approach relies on a two-class classification algorithm based on a Dense Random Neural Network
(RNN). This approach is an extension of the work
presented in [2], [3].
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
analyze the vulnerabilities of IoT gateways and identify
the relevant metrics for detecting attacks. We present our
approach in Sec. III, whereas Sec. IV presents validation
results. Some conclusion are drawn in Sec. V.
II. V ULNERABILITIES

OF I OT

E NVIRONMENTS

Figure 1 describes the architecture of an IoT environment, in which the main components are the smart
devices. In a typical IoT environment, there may be
dozens or even hundreds of sensors and actuators with
various functions (e.g., measuring temperature, light,
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noise, etc.) Each of these devices may use different wireless technologies to communicate (e.g., Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, Ethernet, ZigBee and others). Due to tights
limitations on hardware cost, memory use and power
consumption, these wireless technologies have their own
vulnerabilities, including traffic eavesdropping, packet
replay, energy and collision attacks. A first possibility
for an attacker is therefore to exploit the vulnerabilities
of the various wireless sensor networks (WSN) present
in an IoT environment.
Wireless sensor technologies used in IoT environments are not designed to enable smart devices to
connect directly to the Cloud. Instead, they connect to
an IoT gateway, which is a device capable of processing
and aggregating sensor data, before sending it to the
Cloud for further processing. Another possibility for an
attacker is therefore to launch traditional TCP/IP attacks
against IoT gateways.

Fig. 1. Architecture and vulnerabilities of IoT environments.

Safeguarding IoT environments implies to be able
to detect and block both types of attacks. The main
difficulty here is that attackers have devised a myriad
of different attack techniques. Our approach is to focus
on some of the most common and most damaging ones:
1) Denial-of-Service attacks against TCP/IP networks: A denial-of-service attack (DoS attack) is typically accomplished by flooding the targeted host with
superfluous requests in an attempt to overload systems
and prevent some or all legitimate requests from being

fulfilled [4]. In a distributed denial-of-service attack
(DDoS attack), the incoming traffic flooding the victim
originates from many different sources, making it impossible to stop the attack simply by blocking a single
source. Some DoS attacks remotely stop a network
service on the victimized host by sending a malformed
packet (e.g., Ping-of-death, Jolt2, Land, Latiera and
Rose attacks). Another form of DoS attack aims at
remotely exhausting the resources of the victim by
flooding it with a huge number of packets (e.g., TCP
SYN flood, UDP flood, ICMP flood attacks , HTTP
POST DoS attacks, etc).
2) Denial-of-Sleep attacks against WSNs: A simple
form of attack is to deplete the energy available to
operate the wireless sensor nodes [5]–[7]. For instance,
vampire attacks are routing-layer resource exhaustion
attacks aiming at draining the whole life (energy) from
network nodes, hence their name [8]. Denial-of-Sleep
attacks are another form of energy attacks. These MAClayer attacks aim at keeping the victim node out of
its power conserving sleep mode, so as to reduce its
lifetime. These attacks can take on several forms: sleepdeprivation attacks [9], barrage attacks, synchronization
attacks [10], replay attacks [11], broadcast attacks [12]
and collision attacks [13].
We have carefully analyzed the principles of the above
mentioned attacks and identified the relevant metrics for
detecting them. As an example, consider a UDP flood
attack, in which the attacker sends a large number of
UDP packets to random ports on a remote host. Upon
reception of a UDP packet, the victim first checks for
the application listening on this port, and, after seeing
that no one listens on the port, it replies with an ICMP
“Destination Unreachable” packet. In this way, the victimized system is forced to send many ICMP packets,
eventually leading it to be unreachable by other clients,
or even to go down. For this attack, the relevant metric is
clearly the number of ICMP “destination unreachable”
messages sent by the gateway over a time slot of given
length. Indeed this metric is expected to take very low
values under normal traffic conditions and to suddenly
increase when a UDP flood attack is launched.
III. ATTACK D ETECTION A PPROACH
As shown in Fig. 2, our attack detection approach
relies on the analysis of the traffic flows exchanged
with the IoT gateway. The data packets exchanged with
the IoT gateway are captured on all network interfaces.
These packet flows are then analyzed in order to extract
various packet-level metrics from which network attacks
can be detected. A classification algorithm, which has

been previously trained with ”normal” and attack IoT
traffic, takes as input these metrics and predicts the
probability that the IoT-connected home environment is
currently under attack. Note that, although the computation of metrics is done on the gateway, the classification
algorithm can be run in a nearby micro datacenter.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the online attack detection system..

We describe below the main components of our attack
detection system.
A. Analysis of Packet Captures
The packet captured on the network interfaces of
the IoT gateway are analyzed using Scapy, a packet
manipulation tool for computer networks [14]. We have
written a Python module based on Scapy. The module
takes as input a pcap file and computes the values
of various network metrics over a time slot (e.g., 10
seconds). Some metrics are rather generic (e.g., number
of packets over a time slot) whereas others are devised to
detect specific network attacks (e.g., number of ICMP
“Destination unreachable” packets). By collecting the
time-series for the different network metrics, we obtain
a dataset which is used to train the classification algorithm, which in turn predicts the probability of an attack.
B. Network-attack detection with random neural network
We apply the random neural networks (RNN) [15],
[16] developed for deep learning recently [17]–[19] to
detecting network attacks using network metrics extracted from the captured packets, which can be viewed as
a binary classification problem.
1) Dataset construction: We extract data samples
from the time-series network metrics by setting a sliding
window with length l. If a sample Xn ∈ Rl×1 is
extracted in the non-attack case, then we assign the
label of this sample denoted as yn as 0; otherwise,
if it is extracted in the attack case, the label of this
sample is assigned as yn = 1. Then, we have a dataset

{(Xn , yn )|n = 1, · · · , N }, where the inputs are network
metrics and the output is a binary value.
2) Dense random neural network for deep learning:
A dense cluster in a “Dense RNN” [17], [18] is composed of n statistically identical cells. Each cell receives
inhibitory spike trains from external cells with rate x,
whose spike behaviours follow the pattern of random
selection of soma-to-soma interactions. A cell receives
excitatory and inhibitory spikes from external world
with rates λ+ and λ− respectively. Let p be the repeatedfiring probability when a cell fires, r be the firing rate of
a cell, and let q denote the probability of the activation
state of a cell in the cluster in the steady state. Previous
work shows that a numerical solution can be obtained
for q such that

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Experiment Setup
Some packet captures were obtained from a standard
installation of the Carelife system. The Televes gateway
was connected to the Internet using a 3G SIM card.
Several software modules were installed on the gateway
in order to capture and parse (in a PCAP file format)
the data packets exchanged with various sensors which
were previously paired and registered by the gateway, as
well as those exchanged by the gateway with Internet
servers. Packets were captured for a complete weekend
on all network interfaces (see Fig. 3).

p
−(c − nx) − φ(x)
q = ζ(x) =
,
2p(n − 1)(λ− + x)
where c = λ+ p + rp − λ− n − r − λ+ pn − npr and
φ(x) = (c−nx)2 −4p(n−1)(λ− +x)nλ+ . For notation
ease, ζ(·) is used as a term-by-term function for vectors
and matrices.
Dense RNN in multi-layer architectures (DenseRNN)
are constructed in the following manner.
The first layer (input layer) of the DenseRNN is made
up of RNN cells that receives excitatory spike trains
from external sources, resulting in a quasi-linear cell
activation q(x) = min(x, 1). The successive L layers are
hidden layers composed of dense clusters that receive
inhibitory spike trains from cells in the previous layer,
with a resultant activation function q(x) = ζ(x). The
last layer is an RNN-ELM. Let us denote the connecting
weight matrices between layers of a L-hidden-layer
(L ≥ 2) DenseRNN by W1 , · · · , WL ≥ 0 and output
weight matrix by WL+1 . Given input matrix X, a
forward pass of X in the DenseRNN can be described
as:

 Q1 = min(X, 1),
Ql = ζ(Ql−1 Wl−1 ) for l = 2, · · · , L + 1,

O = QL+1 WL+1 .
where Q1 is the 1st layer output, Ql is the lth layer
output (l = 2, · · · , L + 1) and O is the final DenseRNN
output.
Given a training dataset {(Xn , yn )|n = 1, · · · , N },
the work in [17], [18] have developed an efficient training procedure for DenseRNN to determine the values of
W1 , · · · , WL , WL+1 , which combines unsupervised and
supervised learning techniques [17]–[19].

Fig. 3. Configuration used for the experiment.

In the following, we focus on the packets captured on
the PPP interface, but the analysis would be similar for
the other network interfaces. In total, 100, 653 frames
were captured on this interface during the experiment,
50, 296 IP packets were received by the gateway, and
41, 938 IP packets were sent by it.
B. Attack generation
Using Scapy, we wrote a Python script implementing
several attack techniques. The resulting pcap files can be
merged with the initial packet captures using the utility
tool mergecap, so as to superimpose an attack upon the
”normal” traffic collected during the experiment.
C. Example of attack detection results
As an example, Fig. 4a plots the time-series for
the difference between the numbers of initiated and
established TCP connections per time slot (10 s) which
was extracted from a pcap file obtained using the above
procedure. As can be observed in Fig. 4b, the Dense
RNN models correctly predicts that there was an attack.
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Fig. 4. Scenario where a SYN attack, starting at 10:10 AM and lasting
for 40 seconds, was inserted into the normal traffic captured from 9:15
AM to 11:03 AM on Sep. 21st, 2017: (a) time-series of the difference
between the numbers of initiated and established TCP connexions per
time slot (10 s), and (b) attack probability predicted by the Dense
RNN.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a methodology for the
online detection of network attacks against IoT gateways
using dense RNNs. As future work, we intend to apply
our methodology to a broad range of network attacks,
including Denial-of-Sleep attacks against Zigbee and
Bluetooth-connected devices.
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